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NEW QUESTION 1
There are often disadvantages when using mixed hardware, and uniform systems are highly advised. What are three disadvantages of using validated yet mixed
hardware? (Choose three.)

A. "Hardware only" solutions require less latency for data aggregation.
B. "Software only" solutions are inherently more secure, adhering to government regulations.
C. "Software only" HCI solutions often mean that HCI vendors do not have control over the hardware that the consumer is usin
D. The lack of control over the hardware can result in hardware not beingsecurity-compliant (usually the case with white box solutions) or not being optimally
configured for the given HCI solution.
E. Validated yet "mixed" hardware systems may be supported by thespecific original equipment manufacturers but software vendors require a master level
services agreement.
F. "Software only" solutions can result in a lack of simplicity for installation and maintenanc
G. While setup and maintenance of an HCI solution might be simple you still need to configure and maintain the hardware part, which is not orchestrated by the
HCI solution.
H. Validated hardware does not mean smooth performance, which particularly applies to hardware that is seldom chosen for the hardware part of the "software
only" solution.

Answer: CEF

Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 2
Which three features for NVMe transfer protocol are valid? (Choose three.)

A. Uses PCIe interface
B. Streamlined commands for fewer CPU instructions
C. More and deeper queues
D. Requires 10 controller
E. Increases memory speed for more lOPs
F. Improves SAS and SATA speed

Answer: ABC

Explanation: 
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NEW QUESTION 3
When local writing or reading is performed, the lOVisor intercepts the read/write requests and forwards them to CVMs across the cluster This action allows non-
local CVMs to be aware of the input/output requests so that they can perform the appropriate input/output action lOVisor provides which two additional
functionalities? (Choose two.)

A. provides redundancy when local CVM fails, offloading data processing to another CVM in the cluster
B. when an lOVisor fails, the CVM remains active and functional, which enables uninterrupted operation of the system by forwarding 10 to another available
lOVisor In the HyperFlex cluster
C. enables asynchronous replication of data across individual HyperFlex nodes with sub-second re-convergence
D. integration point for deployment of cloud-based SaaS offerings from eco-system partners
E. intercepts local virtual machines' reads and writes and distributes them across the network eliminating hotspots

Answer: AE

Explanation: 
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NEW QUESTION 4
Which statement about Standalone Cisco UCS Server Deployments is valid?

A. They require Cisco Fabric Interconnects to operate, which reduces the Operating Expenses (OpEx) associated with the deployment
B. They do not require Cisco Fabric Interconnects to operate, which reduces the Operating Expenses (OpEx) associated with the deployment
C. They do not require Cisco Fabric Interconnects to operate, which reduces the Capital Expenses (CapEx) associated with the deployment
D. They require Cisco Fabric Interconnects to operate, which reduces the Capital Expenses (CapEx) associated with the deployment

Answer: C

Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 5
What is the minimum amount of memory required for an HX node?

A. 192 GB
B. 64 GB
C. 32 GB
D. 128 GB

Answer: D
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Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 6
Where is the VIC configuration for number type, identify, failover, settings, and bandwidth stored?

A. in non-volatile memory on the VIC
B. in UCS Manager service profiles
C. in VCenter virtual machine image
D. in UCS Manager server profiles

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 7
A Controller Virtual Machine (CVM) is an Ubuntu Linux VM that lives outside the converged data platform on the housekeeping drive since it is involved in creating
the convergence data platform Which two features tor CVMs are valid? (Choose two.)

A. creates hooks tor services related to third-party abstraction applications
B. does not perform caching, deduplication: and compression of data
C. an Ubuntu based VM running in the control space of each individual server, having linear access to the server's VMs and networking controls
D. needs network access to ESX
E. other CVMs, and management network
F. is installed automatically by the HyperFlex installer, configured through the installer

Answer: DE

Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 8
Which Cisco UCS Server running HXDP supports the largest storage pool?

A. UCS B200
B. HX220
C. HX 240
D. UCS B480

Answer: C
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Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 9
Which two ways does Cisco HyperFlex upgrade the traditional RAID? (Choose two.)

A. HyperFlex enables stretched RAID arrays spanning multiple geographic sites.
B. Hardware replacement initiates self-healing with minimal impact
C. Limiting the number of drives locally, which are not a part of the shared datastore.
D. Distributing data locally, not just across the hosts in HyperFlex cluster
E. Eliminating the need for additional hardware cards, while maintaining high performance.

Answer: BE

Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 10
Which two processes does failure on a node initiate? (Choose two.)

A. Distributed pooled data is migrated off nodes to master data store.
B. Affected node is marked as unhealthy and placed into standby mode
C. A call-home process is initiated and the failure is reported to TAC
D. The VMs on the failed node are moved to another node by vSphere high availability
E. The system is marked unhealthy but remains operational.

Answer: DE

Explanation: 

NEW QUESTION 10
......
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